TWO-WEEK LOAN COPY
This is a librar~ Circulating Cop~ which ma~ be borrowed for two weeks. A fevr years ac;o Charap and Fubini 1 and Balftzs 2 sugges l;,.cd an alternative procedure for these calculo.tions. In a previous paper 3 I reported an appl:Lcation of this procedure to rcrc and rcK scattering. In this paper I extend the method to apply to the rcN amplitude.
At moderate energie~:> the "force," or at least the long-ro.nge part of it, may be considered to arise from the exch:-:tnge of simple systems in the crossed channel.. Let ur:; suppose tl1at 11c have written dovin a satisfactory representation of the force, and ':fish to construct the corresponding scattering 8Jllplitude. More precisely, suppose that vle believe '"e 1mow the nearby t discontinuity -'\ B( s, t) ( l·rhere s and t are the ;:;quares of the center-of-mass energy-and of the momentum transfer, respectively, and all amplitudes have definite exchange parity), and that we will settle for an amplitude A(s,t) which (a) satisfies elastic unitarity, and (b) has its t discontinuity equal to 
F+ and F are not coupled by unitarity.
The price vre pay for elim:inating spin f'rom the uni tarity equation is that the crossing relations become co;npLi.cated. In the Appendix, the follovring points are establi::;hcd: the e:{chunge of a particle contributes to F (s t)
not only a pole, but also a cut To summarize this section, the plan is as follovs: to construct the potential corresponding to particle exchange according to Eqs. (l) and ( 4) 
where, because of the unet}ua1 mac~s kinemtics, the pole positions t * N depend on s :
I now drop the subscript ± from Ft±B
since I can Hork only with Ft+B ,'and adopt a superscript ± to indicate excl1ange parity, th t 1:' B+ . 
we get
The first swn is easy: 00 . .
_ _ _ _ _ '
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